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Covid 19 Community Kitchens SOP 
Overview 

1. About this document 
This SOP has been drawn up by a consortium of non-profits working with the homeless in Cape 
Town. Collectively these organizations have over 100 years of experience & provide 1000’s of 
daily meals to vulnerable communities and individuals. 
 
Although a lot of effort has been expended to make this document as accurate as possible, the 
authors do not claim that this document is 100% complete or up to date. We welcome feedback 
from anyone who wish to help us improve it & keep it up to date – feedback and comments can 
be emailed to SOP@homeless.org.za.  
 
All individuals who downloaded the document from www.fooddistribution.co.za/resources will be 
notified whenever we publish an update to this document. 
 
This SOP provides guidelines on how to provide ready-to-eat food in an open setting as well as 
provding such servics in a building. For both of these we define a minimum acceptable level of 
operation (called the Entry level standard) and an Advanced operational standard. In order to 
claim adherance to the SOP you need to comply with the Entry level standard.  
 

2. Help improve food security by registering & logging services 
We wish to assist food security (& addressing overlapping and underlapping) by getting 
everyone involved in food distribtuion to register their services. More than 40 000 daily meals 
are already tracked on this platform & we wish to increase it..  Every organization and even 
individuals or neighbourhood operators involved in food delivery services are encouraged to 
register their services at www.fooddistribution.co.za  and then report ongoing food delivery 
services.  
 

3. Why set up a Community Kitchen? 
The economic impact of the lockdown is clear to see with many people losing their source of 
income and becoming food insecure. Those who are living on the streets before the lockdown 
have lost their usual source of income (e.g. begging or parking cars) and many of the informal 
soup kitchens run by community groups have had to close down. There is there a huge need for 
the provision of food, and this can be met by providing food parcels (of dry foodstuffs), food 
parcels or by setting up and running Community Kitchens to provide meals. This SOP focuses 
on Community Kitchens – these are ideal for certain groups of people – such as the homeless – 
who do not have the means of cooking the food provided within the food parcels. 
  

4. Who is allowed to run a Community Kitchen during lockdown? 
Under level 5 lockdown there are two main requirements for running a Community Kitchen: 
1. You have to be an organisation that is eligible to provide essential services under the Risk 

Adjusted Strategy Regulations which were Gazetted on 29th April. These are available here.  
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2. You have to be able to follow necessary health and safety regulations. These include the 
Covid-19 specific regulations included in the above gazetted regulations as well as general 
hygiene requirements for food premises (i.e. where the food is prepared) and its transport. A 
useful guide to the regulations is available here. 

 
This means that a group of individuals who are interested in running a Community Kitchen – as 
per the current level 5 lockdown regulations – are not allowed to do so as they need an 
essential services permit to operate. It is therefore encouraged that such community members, 
partner with local NPOs & registered essential service organizations to do so. 
 

5. Can the authorities stop a Community Kitchen from operating? 
Yes they can. During Lockdown, community kitchens need to be operated by organizations that 
are classified as essential workers. If community volunteers wish to operate a community 
kitchen during lockdown they need to partner with an established NPO that has clearance to 
provide essential services during lockdown. 
 
Adhering to this SOP in full will not guarantee that the operator can continue working but it 
greatly improves the chances of continued operation. The security services (SANDF, SAPS, 
metro police, law enforcement) and Environmental Health have the right to shut Community 
Kitchens down if they do not comply with the minimum standards outlined above. We therefore 
encourage self-regulation and compliance to ALL of these operating guidelines in order to 
ensure acceptable standards are maintained. Flouting these guidelines could jeopardize all 
Community Kitchens. 
 

6. How do we answer the security services who want to stop a 
homeless person accessing a Community Kitchen? 

During the Lockdown, the President has allowed members of the public to go to a grocery store 
to get food. At the grocery store people are encouraged to practice hygiene, social distancing 
etc to minimize risks while keeping themselves alive. 
 
In the same way, we are advocating that homeless people should be allowed to access a 
community kitchen for daily survival. At the community kitchen responsible operators will comply 
with COVID 19 regulations while delivering the essential service to the vulnerable. The SOP 
states that authorities should be kept informed and we will seek to gain their approval of the 
operation as soon as it reaches a certain size. In this way we hope to establish good relations 
and keep law enforcement authorities on side. 

7. What do we do if we don’t have enough volunteers to operate 
according to the SOP? 

This SOP explains that when you start it will require more volunteers to orientate the crowd and 
get everyone used to the practice.  Once the practice is established it will become easier to 
operate and you can operate with less volunteers.  If you do not have the minimum number of 
volunteers, you should not operate the food service. Rather partner with other 
programmes/projects already functioning to avoid duplication and so that operations can be 
conducted in a responsible manner.  
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Entry level standard for Community Kitchens in the open 
 
This is considered the minimum acceptable standards for operating a Community Kitchen. 

Equipment needed 
Everyone 

1. Hand sanitizer sprays or washing up bowls for hand washing (these are separate from the 
crockery bowls) with paper towels available to dry hands.  

2. Knowledge of food health and safety guidelines. Annex 1 contains a helpful poster in this 
regard.  

3. Temperature reader to check the temperature of all staff and volunteers. 
4. Spare cloth masks for volunteers and homeless clients. 
5. Clipboards & pens for register and staff/volunteer screening form (see Annex 2) 
6. If no fence is available on site, consider using red and white tape or long ropes to demarcate 

the space under your instruction 
7. Rubbish bag 

 
If doing prepacked takeaway parcels (hot or cold food) 

8. Containers for take-away (NB @ R1 per container x 50 meals per day, the costs adds up 
very quickly so move towards reusable plastic crockery as soon as possible) 

9. If you are operating a takeaway service and parcels are already packaged, you don’t need 
the table, instead you can allow your volunteers to grab the food parcels from containers in 
the car boot but this needs to be able to be situated close to the feeding area. 

 
If serving up food in the location (hot food) 

10. If food is dished onto a plate you need a table (The fold up plastic tables work well) so that 
the server can pack plates out and dish up en-mass.  

11. Oven Gloves to avoid burns with hot pots etc 
12. A sealable food pot (or heat proof container) so that food does not spill in a car when 

transported from site to site. 
13. Jerry cans to carry water between sites.  

Volunteers needed 
14. At the start (when operations are new to everyone) make sure you have 7-10 volunteers for 

every 50 people that attend up to a maximum of 20 volunteers 
15. Once the practice is very well established, minimum of 6 volunteers per 50 people.  

Operations 
Choosing the site: 

16. It is best to have a space where you can exercise access control e.g. a park with a fence. If 
no fence is available, use red and white plastic tape to demarcate a space (=the zone) that 
would be under your instruction.  

17. There needs to be sufficient space for queuing and feeding the number of people who are 
expected to attend so social distancing can be applied at all times. If there are too many 
people for a given space, consider whether multiple sittings are possible. 

 
Prepare the site: 

18. Before you start doing anything at a site, compare the crowd that’s there to the amount of 
food you have. If it’s clear there is not enough food, consider if you can stretch the food (e.g. 
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giving everyone a small portion in the plated service, or if you are doing a food parcel 
service, ask 2 people to share a parcel) If this will still not serve everyone who is there, best 
practice advice is not to feed the crowd at all because in our experience, having only 
enough food to serve some, but not everyone, is what leads to fights, queue jumping and 
other threatening situations. In that case, take note of the crowd and only return once 
enough food is available for everyone. Also understand that once you start feeding a group 
of people, more people will arrive so be prepared to adjust your servings if necessary.  

19. Upon arrival, sanitize the hands of all volunteers and complete the staff/volunteer Covid-19 
screening form (see Annex 2). This acts as a register for which volunteers were on which 
site on a particular day. Check that every volunteer is wearing a cloth mask. No one can 
volunteer without wearing a mask. 

20. Have a clear entry point to the zone and if possible an exit point in the opposite direction (to 
enable flow and avoid bunching in one point) 

21. Place a rubbish bag for leftover food or disposable containers at the exit point 
22. Place a bowl with soapy water for the dirty dishes at the exit point where people can wash 

their crockery. 
23. Assign and place volunteers as follows: 

a. Volunteer 1 (= cook / server) gets the food ready for serving. 
b. Volunteer 2 (= gate keeper) at the entry point 
c. Volunteer 3 (=seater) in the demarcated zone 
d. Volunteer 4 (=record keeper) in the demarcated zone 
e. Volunteer 5 (= exit control) at the exit station 
f. Volunteer 6-8 (= crowd control) either outside the demarcated zone asking people 

not to bunch up while they wait to enter, or inside the zone assisting with seating, 
registration and carrying food, entry and exit. 

 
Registration and food service 

24. The gate keeper allows people to enter in an orderly fashion while spraying each street 
person’s hands with hand sanitiser before or as they enter the zone, then points them to the 
person seating people. Slow the queue down based on how quickly they can be seated. If 
the crowd is bigger than the capacity of the zone, stop people from entering when the zone 
is full and do multiple sittings till the whole crowd is fed. 

25. Volunteer 3 (=seater) Instruct individuals how to sit down in a socially distanced way. Start 
closest to the exit point and work your way back to the entry point till all seats are filled. In 
order to create socially distanced seating we have found that parking bays are best, failing 
that, use chalk to mark spots on the ground or as a last resort, walk with them as they enter 
and seat a person every 2 meters (but the latter takes a lot longer to organize especially 
when you start operating at a new site) 

26. As soon as the first row of people are seated, Volunteer 4 (=record keeper) moves through 
the row to capture people’s names on the register & stamp the wrist or write a number on 
the wrist with felt-tip pen. Alternatively, this can be done as people enter the space before 
they are seated. A template of the register is available in Annex 3. 

27. Once the demarcated space is filled up with people, the gatekeeper stops more people 
entering, & explains to everyone outside of the demarcated area that multiple sittings will 
occur till everyone is served. The volunteers supporting seating and registration support with 
food distribution to those seated.  

28. If you operate/ function as a takeaway service, wait till everyone in the zone is served, then 
allow those that are closest to the exit point to leave in an orderly way (i.e. without bunching 
up)  
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29. If you operate a plated service, allow people to finish their plate in their current spot, then go 
to the exit point, scrape left overs into the rubbish bag, place crockery in the crockery bowl 
and move towards the exit controller 

30. The Exit controller ensures that people have returned their crockery, sprays hands on exit 
and gives a cloth mask to any individuals that do not have one (if stocks allow). If one of the 
clients would like to change their mask, have a bucket for them to deposit the dirty mask and 
give a clean mask. These masks can be washed (at 60oC), dried and reused another day. 

31. Once the majority of the first sitting have left the zone, the volunteers supporting with 
seating and registration stop serving food and signal to the gate keeper to allow more 
people to come in again, carefully noting all new people so that the register can be accurate 
(the wrist stamp or number allows the register to check and avoid 2nd serving when others 
have not had any firsts).  

32. Repeat the sittings as per above until all are served. 
33. If possible return to the site at the same time each day so that street people can minimize 

traveling and even start planning a daily routine. 
 

After the service is over 
34. Remove rubbish bins, and roll up tape for re-use the next day 
35. Capture the register on the electronic system (start searching to see if people are already 

known in the system, if not, create new names on the system, then assign them to the 
service instance. Be sure to capture which volunteers were involved too so that contact 
tracing can be done if need be. 

36. Wash all crockery thoroughly with hot soapy water 
37. Store any leftover food in a fridge for a maximum of one day and ensure that that food is 

served first on the next day. Do not mix it with a big pot of other food. 
 

If the crowd is bigger than 50 people: 
38. Make contact with the Local Police station and inform the station commander that your 

community kitchen is in operation, that it’s complying with this SOP and that you wish to 
report to them every week to keep them in the loop & up to date. 

39. Make sure to send a weekly report of headline figures (numbers, trends etc) to that law 
enforcement officer to keep them on your side. 

40. Ensure you have enough volunteers to operate safely. 
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Advanced operational standard for Community Kitchens in 
the open 
 
This SOP builds on the minimum requirements, adding things that will improve the operations of 
the Community Kitchen. 

Equipment 
1. Camera to photograph each attendee (can be a phone camera, but photo number needs to 

be easily identifiable so it can be written on the register as the photo is taken) 
2. Megaphone to speak to the crowd. 3 x 100 sets of plastic crockery = 300 plastic plates, forks 

or spoons so we can see if we can re-use crockery rather than use dispensable items.  
3. Wash up bowls x 3. Portable gas flame (eg Cadac) that can generate hot water on site 

(Note, NOT for heating up food, only for heating up water). For larger and longer terms 
operations, portable washing units from Afrika Burn are good options with portable gas 
geysers. 

4. Name tags for all volunteers (stickers and coki’s are fine) 
5. Self-inking dated stamp.  

Operation 
6. Same as basic plus the following 
7. Gate keeper checks a person’s temperature as they approach the entrance. If a person has 

a temperature they are asked to stand to one side so that further screening questions can 
be undertaken. (the questions in annex 1 can be used)  

8. If the person is displays symptoms associated with COVID 19, arrange a screening or test. 
This can be done by connecting calling the NICD helpline (0800 029 999) and follow their 
advice. The operator of the soup kitchen should have a procedure in place for what do to in 
this situation. 

9. The registration process includes a volunteer taking a picture of every person and the photo 
number is written next to their name immediately so that names and pictures can be synced 
in the electronic system. 

10. Capturing in the electronic system includes cropping pictures to 130px by 130 px and 
uploading it to each person’s record. 

Volunteers 
As per entry level + 1 extra person to take a photograph 
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Entry level operational standard for Community Kitchens in a 
building 
These standards build on the above but include specific operational standards for Community 
Kitchen’s operating within a building.  

Equipment  
1. Same as open field operation but rather than a field in the open, have a building that has 

adequate ventilation & sunlight (to avoid TB infection risk) plus access control (e.g. fence / 
gate so that “the zone” can be defined. 

2. Space inside the building where people can sit in a socially distanced manner. 
3. If the space has tables and chairs, ensure the space is set up (or marked in some way) to 

ensure social distancing. 

Volunteers  
Same as open field service plus the following: 
4. Once a person leaves the seating area to exit the room/building ensure the table and 

chair/bench surfaces are cleaned with a surface cleaner before the next person is seated. 

Operation  
5. If food is being prepared onsite, the kitchen will need to have a Certificate of Acceptability 

which is available from the local authority e.g. for Cape Town, see here 
6. If people are queuing to get into the building you have to apply crowd control volunteers in 

order to ensure that they queue in a socially distanced manner. We marked a line on the 
pavement with chalk at 2 metre intervals to try to help people maintain their social distancing 
but this can easily take 2-3 volunteers to enforce this.  

7. Enforcement of social distancing while queueing (even before they get onto your property) is 
very important because the security services have shut operators down for failing to 
maintain social distancing! 

8. Volunteers are assigned to clean (disinfect) all table & seating areas before people enter the 
site & also after each sitting 

Advanced operations for operating in a building  

Operations 
Same as advanced operations for Community Kitchens operating in the open but now just 
delivered in a building. 
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Annex 1: Food safety guidelines 
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Annex 2: Employee / Volunteer Covid-19 screening record 

	 		 	  (SYMPTOMS	-	CIRCLE	Y	/	N)	 		 		 MONTH:		 		

	DATE	 	NAME	 	SURNAME	 	CELL	NUMBER	 EMPLOYEE	/	
VOLUNTEER	

TEMP	
ABOVE	
38oC*	

COUGH	
or	SORE	
THROAT*	

SHORTNESS	
OF	BREATH*	

BODY	
ACHES	

REDNESS	
OF	EYES	

LOSS	
OF	

SMELL	/	
TASTE	

NAUSEA	or	
VOMITING		 DIARRHOEA	 FATIGUE	or	

WEAKNESS	

		 		 		 		 E		/		V	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	

		 		 		 		 E		/		V	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	

		 		 		 		 E		/		V	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	

		 		 		 		 E		/		V	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	

		 		 		 		 E		/		V	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	

		 		 		 		 E		/		V	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	

		 		 		 		 E		/		V	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	

		 		 		 		 E		/		V	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	

		 		 		 		 E		/		V	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	 Y		/		N	

*If anyone answers yes for one of the boxes in grey, they should be sent home and follow the organisations' Covid-19 Management Plan for next steps.  
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Annex 3: Register for Community Kitchen  
First name Surname DOB 

(DD/MM/YYYY) 
Race Gender Nationality Photo number 

(for Advance std 
only) 

ID / refugee 
number (an “nice 
to have” field. Even at 
Advance std it is still a 
“nice to have” field 
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Annex 4: Summary of info for local police station 
 

Date Location # of men # of woman # of 
children 

Total # of 
ppl served 

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

 


